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ANALYSIS OF THE APOLLO REENTRY RADAR
JamesR. Moore
Mission Analysis Office
SUMMARY
In this report a more exacting analysis of the performance of
the Apollo acquisition and tracking radar has been made. The cov-
erage of the radar has been expanded to include all possible trajec-
tories which do not exceed 16 g deceleration during the reentry phase.
Most of the entering trajectories which develop more than 16 g will
also be acquired and tracked.
Radar station positions, relative to the entry point and the pro-
jected pre-reentry ground track, have been ascertained for optimum
radar performance. It is shown that a single position, 603 nautical
miles from entry and on the projected ground track is suitable for
the acquisition of all the specified trajectories. Trajectories repre-
sentative of the extreme acquisition conditions have been developed,
and the probability of detection of a spacecraft in these trajectories
has been presented.
A station location at a down range distance greater than 603
nautical miles is more suitable and more desirable for trajectories
entering at entry angles more shallow than the deepest possible entry
angles. Further down range station positions have an advantage in
extended tracking capability and longer communication and data
coverage.
Optimum down range station location have been derived for entry
angles within the specified range of entry angles. The probability
of detection for extreme limit trajectories have been found for the
radar positioned at these stations.
The derogatory influence of network tracking errors and ship
navigation errors on the performance of the radar have been ex-
amined. Under normal network operating conditions, these errors
xiii
donot appreciably degrade the performance of the radar. In view
of the number of ground stations andthe back up facilities at each
station it is reasonable to expect normal network performance.
Tile placementof the shipin theposition for optimum perform-
anceof the radar shouldbe given careful consideration in planning
andin the executionof the mission. At least two acquisition mes-
saoes, in addition to those plannedfor the network, shouldbe pre-
pared for the ship.
It is important that the ship to network communications be suf-
ficiently adequateto ensure the prompt delivery of the acquisition
messagesto the ship.
xiv
ANALYSIS OF THE APOLLO REENTRY RADAR
James R. Moore
Mission Analysis Office
INTRODUCTION
The possible use of active surface basedRadar for the acquisition of the
spacecraft during the reentry phaseof the Apollo mission hasbeen discussed in
a previous paper1entitled, "Apollo Entry Radar Acquisition Study," GSFC
Report X-513-65-225, dated May 28, 1965(Reference 1). In that report it was
pointed out that a tracking station or shipequippedwith a suitable pulse radar,
would entertain a very high probability of detection during any normal Apollo
reentry mission, if the station were properly located relative to the reentry
point of the mission trajectory.
The study mentionedin the foregoing, was intendedto establish the feasi-
bility of active surface basedradar for the acquisition of the spacecraft during
the reentry phase. Sincethe publication of that report, the study has beenex-
tendedwith intent to establish the operational procedures which wouldyield
optimum radar performance andthe characteristics of the radar under these
conditions.
Many additional trajectories have beenanalyzedfor the purpose of evaluat-
ing the performance of the acquisition radar against missions with maximum
tolerable deviation from the meannormal trajectory. The tolerable deviation
from the normal reentry trajectory is physically limited by the detrimental
effects of excessive accelerative loading andby the failure of the spacecraft to
effectively capture in the earth's atmosphere.
It is also desired to provide in this report information pertinent to the opti-
mum positioning of the radar relative to the entry point, the orientation of the
radar, and other operational data which will be of assistance in the utilization of
such an acquisition radar.
In the preparation of this report, it hasbeennecessary to utilize information
derived in many other studies made at GSFCand at other NASAcenters or col-
laborating industrial enterprises. Manyof the contributing and supporting
technical papers are listed in the references.
I. INITIAL CONDITIONS
The trajectory pursuedby the Apollo CommandModule, subsequentto the
reentry point, is governedby the velocity vector at the entry point andthe bank
angleprog_'amof the Module during the reentry period (Reference 2, 3, & 4).
The velocity vector at entry is established by conditions which prevail prior
to the entry point. The magnitude of the velocity at the 400,000 ft altitude level
can be considered constant, or practically so, for all lunar return trajectories.
The horizontal projection of the velocity vector at the entry point will be con-
sidered the horizontal reference axis for these studies.
The entry angle is defined as the vertical anglebetweenthe local horizontal
andthe velocity vector at the point of entry. A negative entry angle is associated
with a velocity having a downwardcomponent.
The predicted location of the entry point andthe magnitude of the entry angle
are ascertained from tracking data taken during the trans-earth phaseof the
missions.
A typical trans-earth trajectory is illustrated in Figure 1. A sample trans-
earth trajectory has beencomputedfor mid-corridor reentry by a "Quick-Look"
program developedby contract from the Mission Analysis Office, (Reference
5). Pertinent characteristics of this trajectory havebeen presented herein.
The elevation of the spacecraft abovethe surface of the earth is given in Figure
2 as a function of time from reentry. Figure 3 is a plot of the velocity in orbit
as a function of time from reentry.
The accuracy with which the initial conditions for the reentry phase are
knowndependsuponthe errors which prevail at the endof the trans-earth phase
of the missions. The errors at the end of the trans-earth phaseare the errors
which result from inaccuracies in the tracking equipment accrued during the
trans-earth phase and projected to the point of entry. A mathematical method
for the evaluationof the trans-earth trajectory tracking errors, andfor pro-
jecting the resulting errors to a predicted position in the trajectory has been
developedbycontract from the Mission Analysis Office (Reference 6). This
program hasbeen applied to the sample Apollo trajectory utilizing the tracking
procedures and equipmentcurrently being installed in ground tracking network
for the Apollo mission.
The errors which may exist at the initiation of the reentry phase, or at the
termination of the trans-earth phase, havebeen computed for three trans-earth
trajectories. The first trajectory is a normal trajectory having terminal
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conditions representative of mid corridor reentry conditions. The sample
trajectory has a return time of about 100hours. The seconderror analysis is
made on the same trajectory in which anunannouncedvelocity changeof 100ft
per secondis injected at about20 hours after entering the earth's influence.
The velocity increment is incorporated in the program by increasing the "a
priori" knowledgeof the one sigma velocity error by 100 feet per secondat the
point at which the error is injected. This infers that no information relative to
the velocity change is communicatedto the tracking stations.
In the third error analysis, a seconderror is injected into the trajectory
of the secondstudy. The secondvelocity changehas a magnitude of 10 feet per
second, and is injected ten hours prior to the time of entry. The secondAV is
inserted in the program in the same manner as was done in the case of the first
velocity change.
These midcourse velocity changes are in accordance with the latest informa-
tion obtained from Mr. M° P. Frank of the Mission Analysis Branch at Manned
Spacecraft Center (MSC). They represent the most severe applications of the
AV which is being budgeted in the current design of the Apollo trans-earthphase.
Simulator tests at MSC indicate that in the manned trajectory much smaller
velocity corrections will be required.
It must also be assumed that midcourse velocity corrections are made in
such a manner as to bring the actual entry point nearer to the nominal entry
point. These velocity changes can move the entry point to a position beyond the
range capability of the reentry ship if incorrectly applied.
Figure 4 is a plot of the down range error in the predicted position of the
entry point. In Figure 4, one curve is the error for the trajectory with nomid-
course velocity change. The other curve is for a trajectory with a velocity
change of 100 feet per second introduced 68 hours prior to entry. The curves
are continued in Figure 4a, where the dashed line is for the trajectory without
velocity change, the dotted line is the trajectory with the 100 foot per second
change at 68 hours prior to entry, and the solid line is a trajectory with a 10foot
per second velocity change at 10 hours prior to entry.
Similar curves have been prepared for the predicted error in cross range
position as a function of time from entry as shown in Figures 5 and 5a and for
the error in the predicted entrance angle as shown in Figures 6 and 6a.
The error in the predicted time of arrival at the entry point is assumed to
be equal to the error in the time of arrival at the trajectory perigee, since there
is little displacement between the entry point and the perigee. Figures 7 and 7a
display the error in time of arrival at the entry point.
The error in cross range velocity predicted to the point of entry is shown
in Figl_re 8 for the last 10 hours of the trans-earth flight.
Figlwes 4 through 8 may be utilized to ascertain the initial conditions for
the reentry trajectory provided the time for communicating the computedre-
entry information to the tracking ship is known. According to existing plans,
only a few secondswill be required for the transmission from the tracking
stations to the computationcenters at MSCand Goddardand for the computation
of the predicted reentry conditions. It remains necessary to communicate the
predicted information from the network to the reentry ship.
The messagerequired for the predicted data is not complex and does not
require high speedor broad bandtransmission, In its most elementary form,
it may contain the latitude andlongitude of the predicted reentry point, the pre-
dicted entry angle, the predicted time of entry, andthe predicted ground track.
However, unless this information is communicated to the tracking ship with
certainty comparable with the desired acquisition certainty (99.9+%), there will
be a degradationin the expectedperformance of the system. The amountof
degradationcan be computedfrom the information and techniquesutilized in the
preparations of this report, but is considered outside the scope of the present
writing. For this report it will be assumedthat the final predicted data will be
available to the ship with acertainty of 99.9% within 5 minutes after network
tracking data is taken.
Baseduponthe foregoing analysis, final predictions will be computedfrom
data taken by the network 30 minutes prior to entry. These predictions will be
contained in the 25-minute acquisition messageas now planned. There is also
a 5-minute acquisition messagewhich will contain more exact information;
however, it is not considered advisable to place great confidence in the com-
munication of this messagein time for incorporation in the acquisition plan.
Table I is a summary of the errors which may prevail at the initiation of the
reentry phase.
Table I
Initial Errors
Altitude at Entry
Time of Last Tracking Data
Error in Entry Angle (3 sigma)
DownRangePosition Error (3 sigma)
Cross RangePosition Error (3 sigma)
Error in Arrival Time at Entry (3 sigma)
Error in Cross RangeVelocity (3 sigma)
4OO,000 ft
30 min. before entry
+0. 025 degrees
_:12.0 n. mi.
±1.71 n. mi.
+1.2 sec
+24 ft/sec
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II. OPERATIONAL FEATURES OF REENTRY
The trajectory pursued by the CommandModule, after the reentry point has
beenreached, is governedby two factors. First the entry angle which is estab-
lished by conditions which prevail during the trans-earth phaseand secondthe
attitude of the CommandModule as represented by the roll or bank angle. The
latter is under the control of onboard personnelor computing equipment.
Under normal conditions the bank anglewill be adjusted so as to develop
andmaintnin n comfortable deceleration during the reentry phase, or as nearly
so as is feasible. However, under abnormal or emergency situations which can
happenandconsequentlymust beconsidered, the trajectory followed may be
quite different.
After passing the nominal point of entry (400,000 ft attitude) the Apollo
CommandModule is subject to increasing aerodynamic forces. At an elevation
of about 300,000 feet, the ion sheath surrounding the spacecraft becomesopaque
to electromagnetic radiation in the data transmission frequency range. Also, at
about this time the forces due to lift anddrag becomequite significant.
Thus, whenthe spacecraft becomesmost maneuverable, the normal system
for observation andtracking is blind. Dependingonhow the vehicle is rolled, it
may or may not shedthe ion sheathuntil the immediate proximity of the recovery
area. There are manypossible trajectories of relatively short duration which
have excellent deceleration characteristics, and which donot come out of black-
out until in the vicinity of the recovery area. Thesetrajectories also experience
a minimum of heating in the CommandModule.
The intent and purposeof the active pulse radar is to acquire the Command
Module prior to or during the blackout period, andto track the Module during
the highly maneuverableportion of the trajectory associatedwith the region of
high aerodynamic forces.
If the Modulepursues a short trajectory, andreaches a recovery area
within radar range of the ship, the radar should pinpoint the recovery area.
If a longer trajectory is selected, the radar should track the Moduleduring the
blackout phaseand accumulate sufficient tracking information to bring other
tracking equipment on the target, or to minimize the region in which the re-
covery phasemay take place.
Acquisition is accomplishedby positioning a radar searchedvolume in an
area which must be traversed by the CommandModule. The searchedvolume
must contain all possible trajectories for a sufficient period of time to ensure
detection by the radar.
The useof a fixed search pattern during the acquisition phase hasbeen
doneto reduceoperational complexity. This is in concurrence with the recom-
mendationsof Dr. F. O. Vonbunand is consistant with the field experience of
the author.
To escapeacquisition, the CM must either pass through the upper portion
of the searchedvolume at such a range or speedas to escapedetection, (this
is called the upper limit), or it must passunder the lower surface of the
searchedvolume (this is called the lower limit), or it must pass out a side at
such range and speedas to preclude detection (this is called the side limit).
The searchedvolume must be of suchsize and so positioned as to make the
escapefrom detection virtually impossible for anyof the specified trajectory
conditions.
If the inclusion of the trajectory in the searchedvolume were the only
criterion for the position of the search volume, the problem wouldbe easily
solved by bringing the searchedvolume to the proximity of the entry point.
Unfortunately, there are a number of other factors which must also be con-
sidered. These are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Tracking experience has shown that during the build-up of the ionic sheath,
the radar target presented by the sheath may fluctuate or become extremely
small. Dr. J. Marini (Reference 8) from the Mission Analysis Office has ex-
amined the available data from radar targets displaying this effect, and tenta-
tively conclude that attenuation is initiated at the onset of blackout, or at an
elevation of about 280,000 feet for reentry trajectories at the C-band frequency,
and that the attenuation continues until there is a further decrease of 10,000
feet in altitude. Thus, to avoid this attenuation region, the radar search volume
should not include the portion of the trajectory lying between an elevation of
280,000 feet altitude and 270,000 feet altitude. The down range distance from
entry at which the initial attenuation region terminates is given in Figure 8 for
C-band radar.
It is also desired that telemetry data be taken from the spacecraft after the
termination of the S-band blackout (References 9 & 10). In order to have as
much time for data as is possible, the ship should be stationed as far down
range as is possible, consistent with the requirement for the acquisition of mini-
mum range trajectories.
I.n order to minimize the recovery area for spacecraft that travel beyond
the radar horizon of the ship, tracking should be continued through the initial
region of high maneuverability and as far down range as possible. This also
specifies a ship position as far downrange as possible consistent with the
minimum range trajectory acquisition requirement.
The radar target presentedby the spacecraft approaches0.2 sq meters
when observed from the apex endof the conical surface. To avoid skin tracking
against the apex endof commandmodule, the tracking station shouldbe located
downrange as far as possible. Thus, it is intendedthat the region of blackout
will be near termination whenthe Modulepasses downrange of the ship, and
beacontracking will become available to replace skin tracking when the radar
target size is small.
It should be observed that, except for re-acquisition where the radar range
should never exceed75nautical miles, the radar will be operating in the process
of tracking rather than acquiring the spacecraft whenthe spacecraft is presenting
a small target area. The radar tracking range shouldbe considerably greater
than the acquisition range, and, shouldfuture tests establish the desirability,
the tracking range can be increased by incorporating memory in the receiving
channels.
Oneother operational feature shouldbe given consideration in the planning
of the ship position. This concerns the fact that mechanical motion of the
antennadoes not permit goodtracking within ten degreesof the zenith. Thus,
to reduce the necessity of re-acquisition, the probability of a zenith pass over
the ship shouldbe held low.
The foregoing operational features dictate a ship location downrange of the
entry point, at a maximum distance which can be tolerated by the acquisition
search pattern. Sincethe dispersion pattern is symmetrical aboutthe projected
pre-reentry ground track, or very nearly so, and since the search patterns are
symmetrical about its mid azimuth center line, optimum coincidencebetween
the dispersion pattern andthe search pattern is obtained whenthe ship is on the
projected pre-reentry ground track. A slight deviation from the ground track
may be advisable to reduce the possibility of a zenith passover the ship.
In the initial phaseof the study, the trajectory and entry point will be con-
sidered fixed in the nominal position. The effect of errors and displacements
from the nominal situation will be examinedlater.
Figure 10 depicts the horizontal projection of the trajectory and radar
search pattern as proposed herewith. The vertical projection of the initial
tracking deployment is illustrated in Figure 11.
It now remains to select the optimum downrange distance for the ship
position to ensure the desired confidenceof detection.
III. INTRODUCTORYTRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
At the initial part of the reentry phase, the CommandModuleenters the
denseatmosphereand is subject to aerodynamic forces. The maneuverability
of the spacecr_t dependson the altitude, the orientation of the lift force, and
the lift to drag ratio (L/D).
The aerodynamicforces which cause deceleration andheating are directly
proportional to the density of the atmosphereand the square of the velocity rela-
tive to the atmosphere. Thus, to avoid excessive forces on the spacecraft or
the personnel aboard, penetration to the denser atmosphere must be avoided
until the velocity hasbeen sufficiently reduced.
In order to ensure survival in the spacecraft, the usuable trajectory is con-
strained by the peak aerodynamic forces to which the spacecraft may be sub-
jected. Thestructural limit on the spacecraft is 20g. Centrifuge tests havein-
dicated the personnel may survive when subjected to equally high forces,
however, their ability to executenormal logical performance ceases at a much
lower level of force.
In the preparation of this report, high acquisition probability will be estab-
lished up to a force level of 16g. This is consistent with the recommendations
of Claud Gravesof MannedSpacecraftCenter andDr. F. O. Vonbunof the
Mission Analysis Office. It is considered quite unlikely that decelerations of
more than16g and less than 20g will be experienced in practice. Furthermore,
only a few such trajectories would pass undetected, andthose which are not
observedhave a very confined region of possible splash down. In case of no
detection, this particular area shouldbe searched first by the recovery forces.
For thecomputation in this report, a lift to drag ratio of 0.4 hasbeenused.
At present, estimates for the possible range of L/D for the CommandModule
extendfrom 0.28 to 0.42. The value selected is near the maximum end of the
range, since lower values will lessen maneuverability in the acquisition region
and increase rather than decrease detection probability.
As an introduction to the study of reentry trajectories, a number of trajec-
tories in whichthe bank angle, or roll, is maintained constant during the reentry
phase, havebeenexamined. Thus, for the purpose of study, one variable is
fixed.
The trajectories were developedby a simulation program called "Missile
and Satellite Systems Program," prepared by A. J. Dennisonand J.F. Butler,
February 1962, (Reference 11). For trajectories involving guidance, this pro-
gram wasmodified by M. P. Frank at MSC, Houston.
The dash-dot lines in Figure 12 are the vertical projection of trajectories
having an entrance angleof -7.51 degrees. Bank anglesof 0° , 45 ° , 60 °, and
90 ° have been selected for presentation.
The plot for 0 ° bank angle (lift vector up) shows that the Command Module
penetrates the atmosphere to an altitude of 171,000 feet before the downward
motion is arrested. The lift force continues to push the Module upward and out
of the atmosphere. The Module then pursues a ballistic trajectory to a second
atmospheric entry point further down range.
The Module is subject to a maximum deceleration force of about 9.7 g at
the point of deepest penetration into the atmosphere.
For larger bank angles, the Module penetrates deeper into the atmosphere
and is subjected to higher deceleration force before "bouncing." Also, it does
not bounce as high or as far as in the case of the 0 ° bank angle.
In the proximity of 72 ° bank angle, the bounce disappears, and the space-
craft continues downward into the dense atmosphere with very high deceleration
forces.
Similar vertical projections for reentry trajectories of constant bank angle
are plotted in Figure 13 for an entrance angle of -6.80 ° . This projections are
similar to the projections for the -7.53 o entrance angle except that, for the
same bank angle, they do not penetrate the atmosphere as deeply before
"bouncing."
Figure 14, the vertical projection for fixed bank angle trajectories with
entrance angle of 60 ° shows even more shallow penetration than the curves of
Figure 13.
Figure 15, similar vertical projection for an entrance angle of -5.53 ° shows
the presence of a "bounce" at bank angles in the proximity of 90 ° .
Horizontal projections for reentry trajectories of constant bank angle and
with an entry angle of -7.51 ° are shown in Figure 16. Trajectories with shallow
bank angles have little deviation from the projected pre-entry ground track.
The horizontal dispersion increases up to the bank angle of ± 90 ° . Maximum
lateral dispersion is developed at a bank angle of 90 ° for a fixed bank angle tra-
jectory. Greater lateral dispersion may be obtained by a variable bank angle
which will be discussed later.
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Fi_llre 17 is a similar plot for trajectories with an entrance angle of -6.80 °.
Here again, the maximum dispersion is at a bank angle of 90 degrees, but like
in the vertical projection, the dispersion takes place further down range than
in the similar plot for an entrance angle of -7.51 ° .
Horizontal projections for trajectories of constant bank angles are given in
Fioltre 18 for an entrance angle of -6.00 ° and in Figure 19 for an entrance angle
of -5.53 ° . It can be seen that at shallows entrance angles, lateral dispersions
does not reach proportions comparable to deep entrance angles until much
oveater down range distances have been traveled.
The velocities of the spacecraft relative to the surface of the earth are given
for trajectories of constant bank angle in Figures 20 through 23. Figure 20 is
for an entrance angle of-7.51 ° , Figure 21 is for an entrance angle of -6.80 ° ,
Figure 22 is for an entrance angle of -6.00 ° , and Figure 23 is for an entrance
angle of -5.53 ° . It is important to note that for deep entry angles, the velocity
decreases rapidly during the initial plunge into the atmosphere, and that for
shallow entry angles the spacecraft travels at near entry speed until it sinks into
the dense atmosphere at further down range distances.
It should be observed that the fixed bank angle trajectories are for study
only and are not intended as suggested practice. A number of normal reentry
trajectories have been computed and are shown as solid and dotted lines on
Figures 12 through 19. The solid line represents normal trajectories with a
range of 1500 nautical miles. The dotted lines represent normal trajectories
with a range of 2500 nautical miles.
The velocity of the spacecraft in these normal trajectories is given in
Figure 24. The deceleration forces experienced in a normal trajectory are
plotted in Figure 28.
The decelerations experienced during the acquisition area of the reentry
phase are plotted in Figure 25 for entry angles of -7.51 ° , and constant bank
angles. Minimum initial accelerations are experienced with zero bank angle.
For larger bank angles, the deceleration forces increase until capsule destruc-
tive levels are reached at bank angles slightly less than 90 ° .
In Figure 25, the area under the curve is the integral of the acceleration
times incremental time. Thus, the area represents the change in velocity ac-
crued during the time interval. The zero launch angle curve has a minimum
area under the curve, consequently, the change in velocity during the initial
plunge is a minimum for zero bank angle. This means that the CM emerges
from the initial lunge with higher velocity in a zero bank angle trajectory than
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for any trajectory with other than zero bank angle. Also, the zero bank angle
trajectory represents the minimum time of flight to any downrange distance in
the initi_d reentry phase. It will give the maximum "skip out" distance prior to
the secondatmospheric entrance and is subject to a minimum of lateral deviation
prior to the secondatmospheric entry.
Sincethe energy which is not dissipated during the initial plunge must be
dissipated later in the trajectory (if the spacecraft is to be captured in theatmos-
phere), the zero bank angleentry leaves the maximum energy to be dissipated
in the secondentry and subsequentportion of the reentry phase.
Figure 26 is a plot of the decelerations in the acquisition portion of the
reentry phasefor trajectories with an entry angleof -6.80 ° . These curves are
quite similar to those of Figure 25. It can be seen that the maximum decelera-
tion, for any given bank angle is less for the -6.80 ° entry angle than for the
-7.51 ° entry angle. Also, the peak deceleration is reached at a slightly greater
time from entry. The change in velocity during the initial entry phase isgreater
for the deeper entry angle, as is more clearly shown by a comparison of Figure
20 and Figure 21.
The decelerations on the CM during the acquisition portion of the reentry
phase are given in Figure 27 for fixed bank angles and for an entry angle of
-5.53 ° . By comparison with Figures 25 and 27, it can be seen that the energy
dissipated in the initial plunge from an entry angle of -5.53 ° has decreased con-
siderably under that dissipated from an entry angle of -7.51 ° for bank angles up
to about 90 ° . In the proximity of a 90 ° fixed bank angle, the skip out begins to
disappear, and the initial plunge merges with the final entry to give continuous
high level drag during the reentry phase.
As the bank angle is increased above 90 ° , the dip in the deceleration curve
disappears and the initial deceleration load grows in magnitude until all energy
is absorbed in the initial plunge. Physically, the down directed lift vector forces
the module into more dense atmosphere at high velocity resulting in extremely
high drag forces until all energy is dissipated.
For entry angles much more shallow than -5.53 o, it is necessary that a
negative lift, (1'oll angle in excess of 90 ° ) be employed during the initial part of
the reentry trajectory to ensure capture in the atmosphere or to prevent an
excessive skip out period.
As has been stated, a number of trajectories with constant roll angle have
been examined. The maximum decelerations experienced during the acquisition
phase of these trajectories are summarized in Figure 29. For deep entry angles
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these m_Lximum decelerations take place during the initialplunge into the
atmosphere. For shallow entry angles, maximum deceleration is experienced
when the CM is pulled intothe dense atmosphere by the negative liftforce
further down rmlge.
A distortion in the cuvve for entry angle equal to -5.53 ° is found in the
region between bank angle 85 ° and bank angle 100 ° . This distortion may be
explained with the assistance of Figure 27. When the bank angle is held at 85 °
or less, there is a region of deceleration in the acquisition area, and another
deceleration down range at the point of second entry. As the bank angle is in-
creased above 85 ° , the two periods of deceleration came nearer together as
shown for the curve for 90 ° bank angle. At this bank angle, the influence of the
second deceleration will be observed in the conduct of the spacecraft in the
acquisiting phase.
As the bank angle is further increased, the two decelerations merge into a
single maximum, as indicated in the curve for a 97 ° bank angle. In Figure 29,
the dotted line on the curve for the -5.53 ° entry angle represents the far down
range peak deceleration value.
In Figure 30, the deceleration experienced during an initial pull-up at zero
bank angle is given as a function of the entry angle. As indicated in Figure 30,
zero bank angle represents the condition of minimum deceleration during the
initial pull up. Thus, values taken from Figure 30 represent the minimum de-
celeration which could be developed for a given entry angle, or conversely, it
represents the maximum numerical value of the entry angle which may be used
for a given peak deceleration.
The start and termination of the first blackout region has been marked on
Figures 12 through 15 and on some of the other curves in this report. These
blackout boundary conditions have been computed from information contained in
Reference 9. The curves in Figure 31 are computed from Reference 9 and are
presented here for the convenience of the reader. With reference to Figure 31,
the CM is in the blackout region for a given communication frequency when a plot
of its altitude and velocity falls beneath the curve designated for that frequency
on the graph.
In view of the requirement for tracking after acquisition, the radar must be
stationed down range of the entry point with the search pattern facing up range
toward the approaching spacecraft. Thus, after acquisition the spacecraft must
first approach the proximity of the ship, pass over, and proceed down range until
obscured by the horizon.
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In the initial phaseof this study, the entry point will be considered fixed at
the nominal position. Later, the effect of errors will be incorporated. Also,
the ship _,ill be stationed on the projection of the pre-reentry ground track for
the initial computations, andthe effect of displacement from the projected
ground track will be examinedlater. Figure 10depicts the horizontal projection
of a trajectory and the horizontal projection of the radar search pattern as en-
visioned in the initial part of the analyses. Figure 11 is a vertical projection of
a reentry trajectory andthe vertical projection of the radar search pattern.
IV. BOUNDARYCONDITIONS
The tracking network will provide knowledgeof the trans-earth trajectory.
Baseduponthis knowledge, the reentry ship will be stationed in themost suitable
position for acquiring andtracking anypossible surviving reentry trajectory.
The ship station must be suchthat, with proper radar orientation, all possible
reentry trajectories which fall within theprescribed limitations will be acquired
andtracked.
It is not assumedthat anyknowledgeof the spacecraft bank angle, during
the reentry phase, is available to the tracking radar. Furthermore, it is ex-
pectedthat the high deceleration loadingwhich will developduring the reentry
phasewill place severe handicapson boththe personnel andequipment in the
spacecraft. The possibility that optimum performance will not be realized
during the reentry phase is being given full consideration. Consequently, the
radar should pinpoint the splash downposition for any trajectory whichterminates
within the radar range of the ship, and shouldminimize the search area for
those trajectories will terminate beyondthe radar range.
As hasbeen previously indicated, failure to acquire can happenonly if the
spacecraft passes abovethe upper limit, below the lower limit or outside the
side limits. In the following, the location of the limits will be defined for a
maximum deceleration of 16g, andfor a lift to drag ratio of 0.4.
UPPER LIMIT
The study of the fixed bank angle trajectories shows that, in the region of
acquisition, the highest trajectory is achieved at zero bank angle. The zero
bank angle trajectory is also the trajectory having the highest velocity in the
acquisition region. Thus, the zero bank angle trajectory represents the most
difficult acquisition situation in the upper limit. Upper limit trajectories are
plotted as the upper curve in Figures 32 through 38.
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LOWER LIMIT
The lower limit trajectory is not as easily generated. In order to establish
the trajectory of minimum altitude, the spacecraft must be brought to maximum
allowable deceleration and held at this level until the spacecraft passes under the
radar search pattern.
High deceleration is introduced most rapidly by maintaining a fullnegative
lift(180°) bank angle. However, ifthere is a limit on the maximum allowable
deceleration, the liftforce must be made positive (less than 90°) in time to
avoid excess deceleration in the dense lower atmosphere. Iffullnegative liftis
to be applied for as long as possible, a fullpositive liftforce (0° bank angle)
must be used to prevent overrun.
Figure 39 shows the effect of rotating from 180 ° bank angle to 0 ° bank angle
at intervals of 30 to 40 seconds after reentry. Thus, if a maximum deceleration
of 16 g is allowed at an entry angle of -8.50 ° , the bank angle must be rotated
from 180 ° to 0 ° at 38 seconds after entry. It will be observed that peak deceler-
ation of 16 g is not reached until 59.5 seconds after entry even through the rota-
tion was executed at 38 seconds after entry.
Figure 40 and Figure 41 are composite graphs developed from numerous
computed trajectories. Figure 40 shows the peak deceleration which will be de-
veloped as a function of the time at which the lift force is rotated from full nega-
tive to full positive. Figure 41 shows the time after entry at which this deceler-
ation is reached.
Figure 42, which shows the time at which the lift force reversal must take
place for a maximum deceleration of 16 g, is derived by striking a horizontal
line at the 16 g level on Figure 40. Similarly, the minimum time from entry at
which 16 g can be developed, without exceeding the 16 g maximum, is given in
Figure 43.
With reference to Figure 39 it can be seen that if the lift vector is held at
0 ° after reaching maximum deceleration, the deceleration rapidly decays to a
lower value. To obtain maximum reduction in velocity and altitude in a minimum
time, it is desired that the deceleration force be held at the specified upper limit
until the trajectory passes under the radar search pattern. Figure 44 shows the
influence of the bank angle orientation after peak deceleration on the deceleration
value subsequent to the peak. As can be seen, a bank angle of about 96 ° would
result in a long period of sustained relatively constant deceleration for the illus-
trated situation.
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A secondrotation of the bank angle for sustaineddeceleration level, similar
to that described above, has beenapplied, following the developmentof peak de-
celeration, in each of the "minimum time specified deceleration" trajectories.
Samplevalues of sustaineddeceleration are shownin Figures 45 through 47 for
entry anglesdistributed over the possible range of utility. The vertical mark
on these curves represents the position of the spacecraft when acquisition should
be completed. It canbe seen that the deceleration is held essentially constant
out to the point of detection.
It is recognized that by continuously varying the bank angle during the post
peak deceleration region, a more constant level of deceleration may be maint-
tained. This complication is not considered necessary for a sufficiently accurate
solution of the existing problem in this report.
In summary, the lower limit trajectory as generated in this report consists
of three stages. First, the CM is forced downinto the denseatmosphere as
quickly as possible by a full negative lifting force. Second, the downward
motion is arrested at the specified maximum deceleration level by a full upward
lifting force. Third, the bank angle is set to a value which will maintain the de-
celeration level at or near the peak value until the acquisition region has been
passed.
Lower limit trajectories have beencomputedfor entry angles through the
possible range of utility. Thevertical projection of these low limit trajectories
are plotted as the lower curve in Figures 32 through 38.
SIDE LIMIT
To prevent high detection probability by escape through the side of the
search pattern, the spacecraft must execute lateral acceleration as early as
possible in the reentry phase and at the same time keep the velocity as high as
possible. In order to develop lateral thrust, the spacecraft must seek the
denser atmosphere. This in turn, reduces the speed of the spacecraft so that
more time becomes available for acquisition.
Although an analytical solution to the limiting side escape trajectory is
considered possible, the present solutions were obtained by the "cut & try"
procedure.
It has been found that the trajectory development which imposed most severe
horizontal beam width requirement for deep entry angles does not apply to
shallow entry angle trajectories.
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An examination of many multiple bank angle trajectories for deep entry
angles led to the conclusion that maximum horizontal deviation is developed at
minimum down range distance and at minimum reduction in velocity by holding
the haiti< angle at the angle which develops the specified maximum deceleration
force until that maximum is attained, and then rolling the bank angle to a value
slightly _reater than 90 °.
The bank angle which gives the desired peak deceleration can be found from
Figure 29. The sustained bank angle which will give a maximum deceleration
of 16 g is given in Figure 48, which is derived from Figure 29. The time, after
entry, at which the maximum deceleration is developed for sustained bank angles,
is given in Figure 49.
Thus, for deep entry angles, the side limit trajectories for 16g maximum
are developed as follows: The bank angle is set at entry according to the entry
angle as given in Figure 48. This bank angle is held until the maximum decel-
eration is reached at the time given in Figure 49. The bank angle is then set to
a value in the proximity of 100 ° where a high sustained acceleration load is main-
tained for a period of time.
This development for side limit trajectories is suitable between entry angles
of -8.50 ° and -6.00 °. Sample trajectories of this kind are shown in Figures 50
through 54.
For shallow entry angles between -4.75 ° and -6.00 ° it has been found that
a bank angle with negative lift is needed in the initial part of the reentry tra-
jectory. At an entry angle of -5.53 ° , an initial bank angle of 120 ° has proven
most evasive. At 106 seconds after entry the bank angle was rotated to 90 ° .
For an entry angle of -5.00 °, the initial bank angle for most evasive side
motion is 160 ° . The bank angle is rotated to 90 ° after 162 seconds of the re-
entry phase.
The horizontal projection of the side limit trajectory for an entry angle of
-5.53 ° is shown in Figure 55, and for an entry angle of -5.00 ° in Figure 56.
In summary, the side limit trajectories have been selected by a "cut and try"
procedure employing up to three values of bank angle for one reentry trajectory.
It is admittedly possible that slightly more evasive trajectories could be devel-
oped by continuous variation of the bank angle. With this in mind, a conservative
appraisal of the probability of detection has been taken when evaluating the side
limit trajectories.
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V. RADAR CHARACTERISTICS
The limiting trajectories discussed in the previous section havebeen
accurately plotted to scale on a fiat rigid surface. The vertical projections are
referenced to an arc of circle, scaled to the radius of the earth, as indicated
in Figure 57. Figure 57 is a picture of the actual plot which, dueto its large
size cannot be included herewith. The horizontal projection, scaled to the same
size as the vertical projection is also shownin Figure 57. The photograph shows
only a few of the trajectories which havebeenplotted and studied.
Whenall the limiting trajectories havebeenplotted on thecompositefigure,
the areas which must be searched for acquisition may be defined for any down
range distance from the entry point. The area may be specified as containing
all possible trajectories of less than 16gdeceleration, or it may contain only
those 16g trajectories with a limited rangeof entry angles. The spacecraft
must remain within the searchedvolume long enoughto insure detection. Thus,
a considerable length of any specified trajectory must be within the space
searchedby the radar.
In this report, the detection range of the radar will be considered as the
range at which there is a 50%probability of detection on the specified target 1,12
during one search raster. The target size, as given in Reference 1, is one
square meter minimum whenthe spacecraft is approachingthe radar. Initial
acquisition is intendedwith the spacecraft approachingthe radar, with the radar
stationed as far downrange as practical.
It has been stated that a region of unstabletarget size prevails at the onset
of ionization. This region terminates near an altitude of 270,000 feet. Toavoid
this unfavorable target region, the search area shouldbe positioned downrange
of the termination. The maximum range from entry for the termination of the
absorption region may be found from the upper limit curves in Figures 34 through
40. The maximum distance of the termination from entry is plotted in Figure 9
as a function of the entry angle. This distance is the minimum distance of the
radar search volume from the entry point.
Further technical analyseshere andat RCA haveverified the state of the
art capability to achieve the radar range as specified inReference 1. Theraster
size utilized in the study in Reference 1was 23° wide by 6° high. The time
allowed for the completion of one search raster was 5 seconds. The traverse
of the raster was accomplishedby mechanical sweepin the horizontal andby a
combination of mechanical and electronic sweepin the vertical.
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In this report the deceleration force allowed on the spacecraft is 16g in
contrast to the 10g maximum in Reference1. As a result, trajectories which
plunge more rapidly to a low level must be acquired. This requires that the
radar be advancedto a much shorter distance from the entry point than was
originally proposed. (It will be shownthat a downrange distance of about 603
nautical miles is more su_.tablethan the 850 nautical miles which was optimum
for 10g trajectories.) It has beenfound that, with the radar near to the entry
point, a more suitable vertical coverage is obtainedwith aneight degreevertical
search pattern. Also, the requirement for the horizontal coverage has been
reduced.
In AppendixA it is shownthat a search pattern 8° high by 15.0 ° wide may
be obtained, employing the same beam traverse velocities and angular accelera-
tion as in the previous 6 ° by 23 ° pattern, in a search time of 5 seconds previ-
ously specified. Since the samescan velocity and beam overlay is employed,
the probability of detection is the same in either pattern. Also, since the same
peak and average velocity is used, and the same angular accelerations are
needed, the scanning equipment will be satisfactory for either pattern.
In this study an 8 ° by 15 ° search raster will be utilized. The 281 nautical
mile range for a 50% probability of detection in a 5-second raster search period
is still valid on a one square meter target. The overall false target rate is
taken as 10 -8 .
The elevation of the center line of the search pattern will be taken as 8 ° in
this report. Since the vertical coverage is now 8 ° , the lower edge of the search
pattern will be 4 ° above the horizon, as it was when the search pattern was 6 °
high with the center line at 7 ° above the horizon.
If the elevation of the search pattern could be dropped to 7 ° , essentially the
same acquisition probabilities would be obtained with the ship stationed 30 nauti-
cal miles further down range. The further down range position is advantageous,
but the lower edge of the search pattern would be reduced to three degrees above
the horizon. Since the lower elevation could increase the probability of false
target return, it is not considered advisable to utilize the 7 ° elevation until field
tests have been made to establish the false target rate is acceptable at this
elevation.
The selection of the 5 second search period for a raster has been based
upon several factors:
First, the raster seach should be made as fast as possible to provide
reasonable uniformity of detection probability over the raster. Since the target
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is moving relative to the radar, and since detection probability is dependent
uponrange, the search shouldbecompletedquickly for uniformity of detection
probability. For example, if a single 20secondraster were used, the proba-
bility of detection would be 90%for the portion of the raster search first, and
99.99+%for theareas searched last. With four 5secondrasters, the probability
of detection is 99.99%over the entire surface of the raster. (For example it is
assumedthat the target remains in the beamfor 20 secondsat an average
velocity of 4.7 nautical miles per secondin the direction of the radar. )
Second,the search rate is limited by the time required for the radar pulse
to return from maximum range, andby the physical rate of beam motion. The
ideal solution would involve complete electronic sweepbut the cost in money and
time is excessive and sucha developmentwould involve excessive developmental
risk for this application. A compromise using mechanical horizontal sweepwith
a combination mechanical-electronic vertical sweepwill give the necessary
speedand involves the least developmentandmodification of existing equipment.
A third factor, the ability of the target to inadvertently evadea slow scan,
due to its own motion suggests a reasonably fast raster search.
The choice of the 5 secondraster search period appears to be very goodat
this time, althoughin practice considerable deviation can be tolerated. Any
change in the raster search period will influence the probability of detection as
given herein.
Angular motion applied to the radar beam during the transit time of the
radar pulse (from radar to target and return) effectively reduces the area of the
beam at the half power level. This reduction in beam coverage must be con-
sidered in planning the raster configuration and scan rates. The effect of angu-
lar motion on the radar beam is shownin Figure 58. It canbe seen that thebeam
may be moved as much as 20%of the radius during the pulse transit time without
appreciable detrimental effect on the beamcoverage.
After the initial detection, it is.necessary to stop the search antennaand re-
turn to the target region. To ensure acquisition, the entire region of possible
target position must beresearchedat arelatively slow scan rate. The slow scan
rate is required to facilitate final stoppageand "lock on", andto provide high
pulse density for positive (very high probability of detection) re-dection. To
minimize the secondstage search area, the beam must be returned to the point
of initial contact as quickly as possible.
Two-and-one-half secondshasbeen allowed for the secondacquisition phase.
With the specified false target rate, there is one chancein five that the second
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phaseof the acquisition procedure will be invokeda false target during the
entire mission.
The final acquisition phasewill include a program for transfer of control of
the radar servamechanismto simultaneous lobe information for tracking. In
case of failure to acquire, the radar shouldbe automatically returned to the
search mode.
An acquisition routine is given in Appendix B which may be investigated for
use with the acquisition radar.
VI. PROBABILITY OF DETECTION COMPUTATION METHODS
An analoguemethodhas beendevised for the computation of the probability
of detection during the reentry phaseof the Apollo Mission. In the most recent
version, computationsare made in the following sequence.
(a) The plan and elevation projections of the reentry trajectory are plotted
accurately on a fiat rigid surface (Masonite). The plot is made as large as
practical for office work (36" x 60") andtraces are drawn with five line pens.
The scale used is 100,000feet to the inch andthe accuracy goal is 1/100
inch, or 1000feet. Figure 57 is a photographof this plot.
(b) The velocity of the vehicle is plotted as a function of position along the
trajectory for eachtrajectory. (Examples are shownin Figures 20 through
24.)
(c) An overlay is drawn representing the vertical projection of the radar
search pattern. The probability of detection is specified at 50%at a range
of 281nautical miles (References 1, 13, 14 & 15). Since the target area is
fixed at one square meter, the probability of detection may be computed as
a function of the range from the radar. Arcs are drawn on the radar beam
at ranges corresponding to specific values for probability of detection.
Theseprobabilities' of detection arcs represent the range at which the par-
ticular probability of detection will be achieved provided the target is at, or
inside, of that range for a search period of 5 seconds. Figure 59 is a picture
of the vertical projection overlay.
(d) A similar overlay for the horizontal projection of the radar beam, with
probability of detection arcs, has been prepared. Figure 60 is a picture of
this overlay. The circle around the radar station represents the blind area
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caused by the maximum elevation of 80° specified for an azimuth-elevation
mount. The radius of the circle is computed on the assumption that the alti-
tude at the station is usually less than 300,000 feet, but for deep entry angles
and for distances in excess of 650 nauticalmiles down range higher altitudes
may develop. Should this situationarise, a slightlylarger blind circle
should be used.
(e) To complete the computation, a third overlay is needed. This overlay
shows the distance traveled during a 5 second search period at any velocity.
Figure 61 is a picture of the velocity distance overlay.
The procedure by which these charts and overlays are utilized to ascertain
detection probability is discussed in the following. First, take the condition in
which the desired ship position lies on the projected pre-reentry ground track.
(a) The horizontal and vertical projection are carefully plottedon the chart
pictured in Figure 57. Ifa group oftrajectories, such as alltrajectories
with an entrance angle of 8.5 ° and having less than 16 g decelerative force,
are to be examined for tolerance, only the extreme projections (upper limit,
lower limit, and side limit)need be plotted, ifthey can be established. In
the case of the side limit, itmay be necessary to examine many possible
trajectories to establish which is the limiting trajectory.
(b) The vertical radar pattern overlay is placed over the vertical projec-
tion on the trajectory chart. The apex of the pattern is placed at the desired
station location and the pattern is elevated to the desired elevation with the
assistance of the elevation scale on the chart.
(c) The horizontal radar search pattern overlay is placed over the hori-
zontal projection trajectory chart. When the radar is stationed on the pro-
jection of the pre-reentry ground track, the horizontal projection will be
centered on the pre-reentry ground track, since dispersion to the leftor
right may be expected to be symmetrical about the pre-reentry ground track .
(d) The points at which the trajectory enters and leaves the search pattern
are observed for both the vertical and horizontal overlays. The minimum
distance between either point of entrance and either point of exit represents
the track time in the search pattern. To be in the pattern, the trajectory
must be in both projections simultaneously. The mean distance from the
trajectory reentry point to the section of the trajectory in search pattern
can be read from the distance scale on the trajectory charts.
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(e) The meanvelocity during the radar observation period canbe ascer-
tained from the trajectory velocity curves as represented in Figures 20
through 24. Usually, there is not much changein velocity during the time
that the target is in the radar search pattern. A conservative mean should
be takenfavoring the higher velocity side of mean.
(f) A horizontal line at the level of the mean velocity is drawn parallel to
the velocity lines on the velocity overlay, pictured in Figure 61. Theveloc-
ity line is divided into five equal segmentsby the orthogonal (nearly so)
time lines on the chart. Each segmentrepresents the distance traveled in
5 secondsat the lead of the velocity line. The velocity overlay is placed
on top of the search pattern overly in such a manner that this velocity line
coincides as nearly as possible with the trajectory, and time line on theex-
treme right-hand side is located at the point where the trajectory passes out
of the search pattern. The segmentsof line in the velocity chart now re-
present 5 secondintervals along the trajectory, in reverse order, starting
at the point of exit from the search pattern. The segment on the velocity
line, nearest the exit point, represents the last 5 secondsearch prior to
exit from the search pattern. The CM is within 5 secondsof exit during
this period. The time line of the left side of this segment is the greatest
distance from the radar during the search last period. The probability of
detection at anyposition in the last search raster will be equal to or better
than the probability of detection associated with this range. Thus, the
probability of detection at this point may be conservatively taken as the
probability of detection during the last 5 second search period. The proba-
bility of detection associatedwith this point may be read directly from the
scale on the search raster pattern. The last 5 secondsearch period is
called Nth search period.
Similarly, the next up range segmenton the velocity line marks the next to
the last 5 secondsearch period. The probability of detection for the next to the
last, (N-1)th, 5 secondsearch period may be found at the time line on the left-
handside of this segment, etc.
The probability of detection for the entire pass is the statistical sum of the
detection probability in the individual 5 secondintervals. The overall probability
of detection is usually very high for the trajectories and ship stations under dis-
cussion. A better understanding of the situation is provided by plotting theprob-
ability of detection for each 5 secondsearch period, individually as will be done
in the report.
If it hasbeenfound necessary or desirable to station the radar off the pro-
jection of the pre-reentry ground track, the foregoing procedure is subject to
some modifications.
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From the offset radar position, the search pattern intercept with the tra-
jectory envelopein the horizontal projection is no longer symmetrical about
the axis of the search pattern. It is necessary to select the proper search
pattern orientation relative to the projected ground track to yield the optimum
probability of detection over the full range of possible trajectories.
The selection of the optimum azimuth offset angleusually involves the
"cut andtry" process with due consideration given to the desire for multiple
search periods in situations where the edgeof the search pattern andthe tra-
jectory are tangent.
Scalesare provided on the horizontal projection of the radar search pattern
to show the anglebetweenthe trajectories andthe search pattern axis. In prac-
tice, the offset horizontal anglewouldbe addedto (or subtracted from) the ori-
entation of the projected trajectory groundtrack to obtain the azimuth angle of
the radar search pattern.
An exact representation of the vertical projection of the search pattern
would involve functions of the elevation angle; the offset angle andthe curvature
of the earth. However, an approximate solution canbe obtained for small offset
anglesby moving the origin of the pattern overlay downrange to a virtual station
position on the projection of the pre-reentry ground track. The downrange dis-
placement is such as to maintain the proper projected distance betweenthe radar
and the search area.
This approximation should not be usedfor offset distances greater than
100 nautical miles. Arcs are drawn on the vertical projection of the search
pattern to indicate the virtual ship position for given offset distances.
The curvature of the earth will causea tilt in the search raster whenthe
origin is offset from the projected pre-reentry ground track. This may be
partially corrected by adding (or subtracting) the earth offset angle to the sta- ,
bilized inertial reference angle. The earth offset angle is the distance of offset
divided by the radius of the earth. Since only small offset distances should be
considered, this complication should be avoided in practice. In fact, it is an
argument in favor of avoiding offset radar positions.
As was previously stated, the requirement for accuracy necessitated plots
of the trajectories and radar search patterns which were too large to be included
in this report. The vertical and horizontal trajectory projections which have
been included are reduced to an appropriate scale and size. Dr. F. O. Vonbun
has proposed a coordinate conversion system by which the radar search pattern
can be constructed in the scale of the included trajectory projections. Avertical
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search pattern plot, utilizing this coordinate conversion system is shownin
Figure 62for a search pattern with an elevation angleof sevendegrees and in
Figure 63for a search pattern with anelevation of eight degrees. A horizontal
plot is shownin Figure 64.
Overlays taken from Figures 62 through 64 are included in a pocket in this
report. Theseoverlays may be used with the vertical andhorizontal trajectory
projections in the report to indicate the pattern coverage. The overlays are not
usable over the picture of the projections, shownin Figure 57.
VII. PROBABILITY OF DETECTION
Utilizing the procedures outlined in the foregoing, the probability of detec-
tion hasbeenascertained for numerous trajectories andradar positions.
The normal reentry, as pictured in Figures 12and 24 in the solid and
dotted lines, is of interest. It is anticipated that this type of reentry will be
characteristic of many future Apollo class missions.
The probability of detection for the normal Apollo reentry trajectory under
control of the onboard guidancesystem is given in Figures 65 through 68 for
radar position on the projected ground track of the pre-reentry trajectory.
Whenthe radar is positioned off the projected ground track it is necessary
to orient the axis of the search pattern relative to the ground track at an angle
that will give optimum performance. The angle betweenthe projected ground
track and the horizontal axis of the search pattern, as shownin Figure 69, is
called the offset angle.
The optimum offset anglewill place the effective centroid of the radar
search pattern over the centroid of the envelopeof possible trajectories.
The optimum offset angle, plotted in Figure 70, has been foundby graphical
analysis, andis used in the following studies unless otherwise specified.
Figures 71 through 74 give the probability of detection for the normal 2500
nautical mile trajectory whenthe radar station is offset 50 nautical miles from
the projected ground track. Similar information is given in Figures 75 through
78 for an offset distance of 100 nautical miles.
The normal reentry trajectory is assumedto proceed along the pre-reentry
ground track to a designatedrecovery area, also located on or near theprojected
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ground track. It is assumedthat in the normal reentry the onboard guidance
system will keepthe spacecraft within a distance of plus or minus ten miles
lateral displacement from the designatedcourse.
Although theoretically a detection probability of 100%is never reached, any
probability of detection factor greater than99.99%is referred to as 100%proba-
bility in this report.
It will be noted that there is a deterioration in detection probability with
increase offset, evenfor normal trajectories. It is therefore recommended
that, in general, offset shouldbe avoidedif possible.
A single station andoffset anglecould be selected for overall best perform-
anceon the projected ground track, or for any specified offset. However, the
basic purpose of the acquisition radar is to acquire and track any reentering
spacecraft which is not subject to more than 16g deceleration. In fact, most
trajectories involving greater than 16g decelerations will also be acquired.
The selection of the optimum station location must involve all possible trajectory
which may be developedfrom the knownentry conditions.
There are reasons for stationing the radar as far as possible downrange
from the entry point (post blackout data reception, communications, etc.). The
maximum downrange radar placement is usually limited by the acquisition of the
low limit trajectory, which has beenpreviously discussed (exceptions are very
shallow entry angles). Whenthe foregoing probability of detection analyses is
applied to the low limit trajectories, shownin Figures 32 through 38, the maxi-
mum downrange station distance can be ascertained for a given search pattern
and search pattern elevation. Figure 79is a plot of the maximum downrange
station distance for acquiring trajectories with a maximum deceleration of 16g
andwith a 15° by 8 ° search pattern elevated 8 ° above the horizon (this is thelow
limit constraint). Also plotted in Figure 79 is the minimum down range dis-
tance between the entry point and the radar as found by adding the nominal radar
range, 281 nautical miles, to the absorption terminal as given in Figure 9.
With reference to Figure 30, it can be seen that the deepest entry angle that
can be used without exceeding 16 g deceleration is -8.93 o. Thus, with reference
to Figure 79, the maximum down range station position which will allow acquisi-
tion of all 16 g trajectories is 603 nautical miles. With reference to the same
figure, this range corresponds to the minimum down range station position for
an entry angle of -4.95 ° .
According to Reference 16, Volume I, Reentry Guidance for Apollo, by
Raymond Morth, R-532, an entry trajectory with an entry angle of -4.75 ° is
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possible. This means that, from a station at 603nautical miles downrange of
the entry point may have the first 27 nautical miles of the search pattern in radar
attenuation for extremely shallow entry angles. Evenso, the 4.75° trajectory
would still be exposed to two and a fraction 5 second search periods, one at 98%
probability of detection and the other at 99.99% probability of detection.
Although the two search period situation is not desirable, the overall probability
of detection is adequate. If it is desired to cover all 16 g trajectories from a
single station, the most efficient location is on the projection of the pre-reentry
ground track at a distance of 603 nautical miles from the entry point. Figure 80
lists the probability of detection for limiting condition trajectories as seen from
the optimum single station location similar curves for a station at the same
range and with a lateral displacement of 50 nautical miles are shown in Figure
81. All other trajectories, of no greater than 16 g maximum deceleration will
entertain a probability of detection equal to or better than those shown in these
figures.
The operational plan involving a single ship position for all entry conditions
is very good from the standpoint of operational simiplicity. However, the in-
formation obtained from the spacecraft entering with shallow entry angles is far
from optimum with the station so near the entry point.
With the radar stationed at 603 nautical miles from entry, communications
blackout can extend beyond the radar range after the spacecraft has passed down
range of the radar. In fact, blackout could extend to the down range radar hori-
zon from this station.
To alleviate the down range deficiencies of the single position operational
plan, a second ship may be used for tracking communications and data recording
at a position further down range. The second ship, which is assumed to be with-
out an acquisition radar, must rely on trajectory predictions from the first re-
entry ship to enable acquisition. It is estimated that the second ship should be
stationed at about 400 nautical miles down range from the first reentry ship.
Reliable communication facilities would be required between the two ships.
Another operational precodure may be employed to improve down range in-
formation obtained from the reentry ship. This procedure involves positioning
the radar at a distance from the entry point which is a function of the entry angle.
An examination of the trajectory charts shows that the vertical dispersion for an
entry angle of -8.50 ° at a range of 460 nautical miles from entry is about the
same as the dispersion for an entry angle of -5.00 ° at a range of 940 nautical
miles. For the above down range distances, the horizontal dispersion for the
-5.00 ° entry angle is even less than the horizontal dispersion for the -8.50 °
entry angle. For optimum down range information transfer the radar ship
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shouldbe stationed as far downrange as is possible for a given entry angle.
Thus, the upper curve in Figure 79, which gives the maximum downrange sta-
tion position for given entry angleswould represent optimum ship distance from
the entry point for post entry communication anddata transfer. The probability
of detection for a ship stationed according to the upper curve in Figure 79 is
g_venin Figures 82 through 85.
It cml be seenthat the slope of the upper curve in Figure 79 is quite steep
on the region of shallow entry angles. This meansthat the ship positions would
be very sensitive to entry angle value aridalso the rmngeof possible ship posi-
tions would be in excess of 600 nautical miles.
Since the down range extent of blackout will terminate at a distance less
than 1100 nautical for most trajectories, a maximum down range station location
of 900 nautical miles is considered satisfactory for data and communication. In
view of this, the recommended ship locations for general use are shown in
Figure 86.
The range of entry angles which may be covered under most severe trajec-
tory conditions is shown in Figure 87 for the ship locations given in Figure 86.
The dotted line on the minimum curve indicates that some absorption may be ex-
perienced in that region, but that the probability of detection is still satisfactory
although some part of the coverage may be blanked out.
The probability of detection for the most severe trajectories designated for
the ship positions as given in Figure 86, are shown in Figures 88 through 91 for
a ship station on the projected ground track. The probability of detection for
similar trajectories, with the ship stationed 50 nautical miles from the ground
track are shown in Figure 92 through 95.
A ship stationed according to the curve in Figure 86 will have a satisfactory
acquisition performance on any and all entering trajectories which have an entry
angle equal to or more shallow than that specified by the curve in Figure 86.
It may be noted that trajectories from very shallow entry angles do not really
have a side limit for these station positions. These trajectories are unable to
develop sufficient lateral motion, in the distance traveled before acquisition, to
reach the side of the pattern before passing out through the top of the pattern.
Also, the limitation on acquisition of trajectories of given entry angles as
shown in Figures 86 applies only to the most evasive trajectories which may be
executed without exceeding the 16 g deceleration factor. The limit does not apply
to trajectories which do not take the most effective evasive maneuver.
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Examplesof the foregoing are shownin Figure 96. From a station located
618nautical miles downrange from entry, adequateacquisition is possible on a
trajectory which an entry angleof -10.0 ° and a constant bank angle of 0 ° , or on
a trajectory entering at -7.51 ° with a constant bank angle of 90 ° . The former
trajectory would develop a deceleration of 22 g and the latter a deceleration of
25g.
The probability of detection analysis thus far has been based upon a lift to
drag ratio of 0.4. At the present time the exact value of the L/D is not known,
but it will be within the range of 0.28 to 0.42. The most probable value is taken
to be 0.35.
The value of 0.4 was taken in the analysis since it is near the high end of the
possible range of values, and presents the more difficult acquisition task.
For comparison, the upper and lower limit trajectories for 16 g maximum
deceleration are plotted in Figures 97 and 98. The deepest possible entry angles
have been used for a trajectory with an L/D of 0.4 in Figure 97 and for a tra-
jectory with an L/D of 0.3 in Figure 98. The deep entry angle trajectory repre-
sents the condition where the L/D will be most influential on the detection
probability.
The upper limit trajectory is represented by the constant zero bank angle
trajectory for both values of L/D. The deceleration for the -8.90 ° entry angle
at an L/D of 0.4 is 16.13 g.
The lower limit trajectory is represented by a zero bank angle to 58 seconds
after entry, and a 100 ° bank angle from 58 seconds to splash down for the L/D
of 0.4. The lower limit trajectory for the L/D of 0.3 is found to have a bank
angle of 0° from entry to 61 seconds after entry, followed by a bank angle of
100 ° to splash down.
By comparison of Figures 99 and 100, it can be seen that the 0.4 L/D tra-
jectory is higher in the upper limit and lower in the lower limit than the tra-
jectory with an L/D of 0.3. From a given down range position, the trajectory
with an L/D of 0.3 travels further in the radar search pattern than the trajectory
with an L/D of 9.4.
In the upper limit the velocity during the transit of the search pattern is
higher for the 0.4 L/D trajectory than for the 0.3 L/D trajectory. Thus, in the
upper limit, the probability of detection will be greater in the case of the 0.3
L/D trajectory than in the case of the 0.4 L/D trajectory.
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In the lower limit, the trajectory for the 0.3 L/D value is in the radar
search pattern a much greater distance thanthe trajectory with the 0.4 L/D
value. However, this advantageis slightly offset by the fact that the velocity
during observation is higher for the trajectory of 0.3 L/D than in the case of
the trajectory of 0.4 L/D.
For a station position at 603nautical miles from entry, the probability of
detection is better on the 0.3 L/D trajectory thanon the 0.4 L/D trajectory.
An analysis has also beenmadeon trajectories with anentry angleof
-6.00 ° . Similar results were obtained. In the limiting conditions, the trajec-
tory computed for an L/D of 0.3 subjected the spacecraft to a higher probability
of detection than a similar trajectory with 0.4 L/D. For the -6.00 ° entry angle
the station position was 735 nautical miles down range.
In view of the foregoing, it is reasonable to assume that the performance of
the acquisition radar, over the range of probable lift to drag ratio rations values,
will be essentially equal to or better than that found for the 0.4 L/D value used
in the analysis.
VIII. EFFECT OF TRACKING AND INSTRUMENTATION ERRORS
The computations thus far have been based upon nominal entry conditions.
In the discussion of initial conditions it was shown that there may be some dif-
ferences between the actual and the predicted entry conditions. The effect of
these deviations are discussed in the following.
The component of positional error of the entry point in the direction of the
ground track as seen by the tracking network is given in Figure 4 and 4a. As
may be expected, the error decreases as the time to entry is reduced. Present
plans for C-band acquisition messages include a message at five minutes prior
to predicted acquisition and a message at 25 minutes predicted acquisition. The
time required for tracking information to be communicated to the computation
center, and for the computation of the predictions to be completed may be as
little as three minutes or as much as five minutes.
With good communication facilities, the acquisition message is transmitted
to the station within a few seconds. Thus, the five minute acquisition message
is based on data taken slightly less than ten minutes prior to entry (entry is
about one to two minutes before predicted acquisition, see Figure 98). The 25
minute acquisition message will be based on data taken 30 minutes prior to
entry.
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The final movement of the ship will be basedon the 25 minute acquisition
message. From Figure 4a, the downrange positional error at 30 minutes prior
to entry is two nautical miles. Here it is assumedthat the maximum ten
feet/second velocity changehas beenmade at the most detrimental time, that
is, ten hours prior to reentry.
The two mile error is a one sigma value, andsince a better than 99°9%
overall detectionprobability is desired, at three sigma value of six nautical
miles will be used.
In addition to other navigation equipment, the reentry ships are expectedto
have a goodinertial navigation system, and anARN-9 satellite navigation sys-
tem. Thusequipped, it is extremely unlikely that the ship positional error
will be as great at 1.4 nautical miles. The statistical sum of the relative posi-
tional error in the projected ground track direction is 6.16 nautical miles at 30
minutes prior to entry.
If the positional error is along the projected ground track in the up range
direction, the ship may be stationed nearer to the entry point for compensation,
and the probability of detection on all specified possible trajectories is essenti-
ally unchanged. In the extreme conditions, a few nautical miles of post blackout
data or tracking may be lost as a result of this movement.
If the error is in the downrange direction andthe ship is stationed by the no
error analysis, a few additional low limit trajectories will come under surveil-
lance with essentially no changeon other trajectories.
The questionnow arises as to how much penalty shouldbe leveled against
the vast majority of probable trajectories to benefit an extremely few possible
trajectories in an extremely unlikely situation. It might be advisable to station
the ship twoor three miles nearer the entry point than is indicated by the no
error analysis shownin Figure 86 if it is desired to acquire the same extreme
low limit trajectories.
The cross range error, as seen by the tracking network, for the predicted
position of the reentry point is shownin Figures 5 and 5a. The one sigma value
at 30 minutes prior to entry is 0.55 nautical miles for the curve which includes
the 10hour pre-reentry velocity change. The three sigma value of this error is
1.65 nautical miles.
The ship's position error of 1.4 nautical miles (3a) will increase the rela-
tive position of the entry point in the cross range direction to 2.17 nautical
miles (3a).
3O
iThere are two other factors which influence the width of the trajectory dis-
persion in the horizontal plane. The error in orientation of the search pattern
is less than 6 minutes of arc (3o). At a range of 281 nautical miles, this error
produces a lateral displacement of 0.6 nautical miles. Also there may be an
error of up to 24 feet per second(3a) in the cross range velocity as predicted
thirty minutes prior to entry, as shownin Figure 8. The travel time between
the entry point and the search area may be as much as 125 seconds. Thus, a
positional error of 3000feet or 0.5 nautical miles (3a)may result at the initia-
tion of search.
The total cross range error is the statistical sum of the foregoing compo-
nentsor 2.31 nautical miles (3a).
The cross range errors are symmetrical about the projected pre-reentry
ground track and donot suggesta lateral displacement of the acquisition radar.
They do, however, broaden the width of the horizontal dispersion pattern, and
will cause a slight decrease in probability of detection in the caseof trajectories
whosetraverse in the search pattern are limited by the side exit. Figure 97 is
an example of the decrease in detection probability causedby a lateral error of
2.31 nautical miles. The influence of cross range error is included in the study
by shifting the horizontal projection of the search pattern 2.31 nautical miles
from the ground track in the unfavorable direction.
The errors in the predicted entry angle is shownin Figure 6 and 6a. On
the curve which includes the 10 hours pre-reentry velocity change, the error in
entry angle is ±0.005° at 30 minutes prior to entry. The performance of the
acquisition radar is quite insensitive to an error in entry angleof this magnitude.
No modification of the operational procedures are neededto compensatefor this
error.
The time of arrival of the spacecraft at the acquisition area is quite impor-
tant to the radar operation personnel. The error in time of arrival at the pre-
dicted entry point is given in Figure 7 and7a. The three sigma value is insig-
nificant in comparison to the variation in time of arrival which will result from
the variation in possible post entry trajectories. The maximum andminimum
travel time betweenthe entry point andthe search pattern is given in Figure 98
for the trajectories which reach the search pattern at that station location.
These values are based on a pattern elevation of 8° , and will change with the
elevation angle (maximum travel time will be decreased with reduced elevation
angle).
In summary of the tracking errors, it does not appear that the derogatory
effect of these errors is sufficient to warrent much consideration. Only in the
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situation where the ship is placed as far downrange as possible to acquire a
specified low limit trajectory, it would be desirable to reduce the computed
downrange distance by a few miles (nomore than six) to ensure that any low
limit trajectory of specified deceleration does not escapedetection.
Theseconclusions are baseduponthe assumptionthat the tracking network
is operating at normal performance level.
IX. SHIP MOVEMENT
Sincethe velocity of the reentry ship is 15knots under normal conditions,
and may be as low as 10knots under suchadverse conditions as would permit
recovery operations, the desired location of the radar must be knownwell in
advanceof reentry. Also, special trajectory computations and special messages
will be neededto supply the entry ship with the necessary positional information.
A procedure by which the ship can be properly stationed is given in the
following. It is not intendedto represent the procedure as optimum, it very
likely is not. It is, however, desired to establish the possibility of utilizing
available information for accomplishing the fact.
If a messageis prepared at 20hours prior to entry, the ship could be
directed to a spot which is within 133 nautical miles along the ground track and
within 5.3 nautical miles cross range of the predicted entry point (all values
3a, see Figures 4 and 5). Here it is assumedthat the position of the reentry
ship will be taken into consideration in planning any changein reentry conditions.
It is quite likely that the most critical aspect in the reentry operation is the
entry angle. A changein the transearth velocity to improve the entry anglewill
effect a changein the place of entry.
With reference to Figure 5, the entry angle is knownto an accuracy of 0.4 °
(3a) 20 hours prior to entry, and the desirability of a modification in entry angle
should be known at that time. The effect of any anticipated change in entry point
position as a result of the modification to the entry angle should be incorporated
in the instruction for ship movement at the 20 hour message, and in all other
acquisition messages.
A second message is prepared at 10 hours from entry. This message will
be made on data taken before the 10 hour velocity correction is made. The
information available at 10 hours prior to entry involves a predicted entry error
of 17.4 nautical miles (3a) in the direction of the ground track and one error of
0.75 nautical miles (3o) cross range.
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The errors listed in Figures 4a, 5a, 6a, and 7a are tracking errors with no
knowledgeof the magnitudeor direction of the velocity change introduced at the
10hour pre-reentry velocity correction.
To properly station the ship, it is necessary to take advantageof the knowl-
edgeof the velocity increment made at the 10hour correction.
The error in the predicted entry point baseduponthe ten hour correction
will include the error in establishing the predicted entry point and the error in-
troduced by the inaccuracy in generating the desired changein velocity. It is
assumedthat no appreciable error in introduced by the process of computation.
A perturbation methodhas beenusedto establish the positional error at
entry due to the error in the velocity increment at 10hours before entry. A
normal trans earth trajectory has beengeneratedby the Quick-Look Program
used in the Mission Analysis Office (Reference5). This trajectory has a mid-
corridor entry angleof -6.256° . After the initial run of the trajectory, another
run was prepared in which a velocity change of ten feet per second was inserted
10 hours prior to entry. The velocity increment was in the direction of the
velocity vector.
The program was then run again with a velocity change of similar ma_,nitude
inserted at 10 hours prior to entry, but with the increment in the direction nega-
tive of the velocity vector.
Other similar runs were made with the incremental velocity inserted
normal to the velocity vector. Two of these were in the plane of the earth's
surface and the other two were in the plane of the velocity vector and the earth
radius vector.
The displacement of the entry point relative to the undisturbed trajectory
were observed for each run. The results are shown in Figure 101 for the in-
crement in the direction of the velocity vector, in Figure 102 for the increment
in the plane of the earth's surface, and normal to the velocity vector, and in
Figure 103 for the increment in the plane of the velocity vector and the earth
radius vector and normal to the velocity vector.
Since this study is concerned with a small velocity increment, representa-
tive of the error in the velocity change, the rate of change in position per unit
change in velocity is taken as the tangent to the curve at the undisturbed value.
It should be observed that the 10 feet per second velocity change can result in
a gross movement of both the down range position of the entry point and the
value of the entry angle. It is assumed that in planning the velocity correction,
no correction will be specified which would result in an impossible ship position .
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Theerror which may exist in the velocity increment was obtained from Mr.
F. H. Beardsley at MannedSpacecraftCenter, Houston, Texas. According to
Mr. Beardsley, the changein velocity canbe controlled and measured to an
accuracy of±0.1 feet per second, 3a value.
Two of the velocity errors contribute to displacement along the groundtrack.
The error componentalong the velocity vector may contribute 0.1 feet per sec-
ond times the slope of Figure 101, or 0. 775nautical miles. The error in the
velocity increment normal to the direction of the velocity vector and in theplane
of the velocity vector and the earth radius vector can contribute as much as 0.1
times the slopeof Figure 103, or 3.00 nautical miles. Sincethe error in the
velocity increment is a 3a statistical error, thesedisplacements add statistically
to give a 3adisplacement of 3.1 nautical miles.
The displacements dueto the error in the velocity increment statistically
augmentthe predicted tracking error of 17.4 nautical miles as shownin Figure
4a, to give a total 3a ambiguity of 17.7 nautical miles in the predicted position
of entry point along the ground track.
A similar procedure, utilizing the information from Figure 5a and from
Figure 102gives a 3a ambiguity of 0.76 nautical miles in the predicted position
of the entry point andin the direction normal to the ground track. The total
3o ambiguity in the predicted position of the entry point as observed at 10 hours
prior to entry is 17.8 nautical miles.
The ship was within 133 nautical miles of the desired position at the start
of the 10hour pre-entry period. Computations madefor the 10hour message
place the ship within 17.7 nautical miles of the desired station. Thus, if it is
desired to reach this predicted station one hour prior to entry, a maximum dis-
tance of 115nautical miles may be traveled in 9 hours. This calls for a ship
speedof 12.8 knots.
For anyreentry trajectory approximately a normal reentry, this position
is quite adequate. As shownby Figures 65 through 68 and Figure 97, an 18
nautical miles displacement of the ship position along the ground track, or a
0.76 nautical mile displacement normal to the ground track will have little or
no effect on theprobability of detection for the normal reentry trajectory.
To insure acquisition of extreme trajectories, a more exacting procedure
may be desired. Repeated messages one at one hour prior to entry and the
second at 30 minutes prior to entry can station the ship within six nautical miles
(3a) of the desired down range position. The off track displacement of a small
fraction of a mile is negligible.
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A secondprocedure, which substitutes antennapointing for ship motion may
be utilized in place of or in addition to the final phaseof ship motion. By com-
parison of Fiollres 79and 86 it can be seenthat, if the recommendedship posi-
tions are used, full coverage is obtainedfor any specified entry angle more
shallow than -7.00 oeven thoughthe ship position may be off by 15nautical miles.
To cover the low limit for entry anglesdeeper than -7.00 °, the elevation angle
of the search pattern may be depressed. The decrement in elevation angle to
compensatefor excessive downrange distance whenacquiring low limit trajec-
tories is given in Figure 104.
Likewise, lateral displacement from the ground track in excessof five
nautical miles shouldbe compensatedby an azimuth angle correction. The
recommendedazimuth anglecorrection for small lateral displacement is given
in Figure 105. The offset angle for large lateral displacement hasbeen shown
in Figxtre 70.
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G. J. Pesman, and Mr. F. H. Beardsley of Manned Spacecraft Center.
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Figure 59. Picture of Vertical Overlay
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/Figure 60. Picture of Horizontal Overlay
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTATION FOR 8 ° x 15 ° SEARCH PATTERN
The 8 ° high by 15 _ wide search pattern is composed of four 2 ° high
horizontal passes, each 15.3 ° wide. The fourth pass terminates on the same
side of the raster as the first pass originates, so that it is only necessary to
lower the beam to the initial condition to start the second raster.
During the horizontal pass, the center line of the beam moves a distance
of 14. 958 ° . The added coverage is contracted by the width of nominal active
width of the beam. (This is quite conservative since the range of travel in the
end zone is so slow that the use of a full beam diameter would be justified. )
Vertical motion is started one degree before the end of the horizontal
pass so that by the time the horizontal pass is completed, one half of the verti-
cal motion, for a 2 ° vertical traverse, is completed. This results in a rounded
corner on the raster, but the slow speed of the traverse increases the effective
beam size so that the corner is essentially filled in.
Each complete pass will consist of a horizontal section with a quarter of a
circle at each end. The upper pass has the quarter circles pointed downward
and the lower pass has the terminal quarter circles pointed upward. The two
interior passes have the circle section up at one end and down at the other end.
The return from the top trace to the bottow trace is accomplished by with-
holding the initiation of the first horizontal trace in the next raster until an
additional vertical travel of four degrees is completed. This vertical motion is
accomplished by continuing the downward vertical acceleration to the mid point
in the raster and then applying an equal deceleration until the beam reaches the
bottom of the raster. As may be expected, the horizontal trace is initiated one
degree before this vertical motion is completed.
The time for each horizontal pass is computed as follows:
Time to accelerate to 18 ° per sec = 18. 000 - 52 = 0. 346 sec
Distance traveled in this time = 0.346 x 18. 000/2 = 3. 115 °
Distance traveled in deceleration = 3. 115 °
Distance traveled at constant velocity = 14. 958 - (2 x 3. 115) = 8. 728 °
A-1
Time for constant velocity = 8. 728 + 18 = 0. 485 sec
Total time for pass = 0.485 + (2 x 0.346} = 1. 177 sec
Time for normal 1 ° vertical = 2 x 1/52 = 0. 196 sec
Time for return cycle = 2 x 3/52 = 0. 340 sec
Additional time for vertical return = 2(0. 340 - 0.196) = 0.288 sec
Total time for raster= (4x 1.177) +0.288 =4.996 sec
It can be observed that the vertical return trace falls over an area which
has already been search by the vertical pass between the two middle horizontal
passes. This duplication may be avoided if the middle horizontal passes are
shortened by 0.3 o and the outer horizontal passes are extended during the con-
stant velocity portion of the pass. The resultant raster is 8 ° high by 15.6 o wide.
Figure 1-A is a plot of the path followed by the center of the radar beam in
executing the search pattern.
The vertical progress of the beam in the search pattern must be from
bottom to top, that is, the first horizontal sweep must be at the lowest elevation
angle.
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APPENDIX B
Recommendedprocedure for completing acquisition after the initial
detection.
An examination of the possible trajectory pattern showsthat with the
5° x 15 ° pattern at an elevation of 8 ° the maximum angular velocity of the space-
craft relative to the radar is different in the horizontal and vertical planes. In
the vertical plane the angular velocity in the upward direction may be as much as
0.3 ° per second. In the downward direction the maximum angular velocity is
less than 0.1 ° per second.
When the radar is stationed on the projected pre-reentry ground track, the
angular velocity is the horizontal plane seldom exceeds 0.5 ° per second. How-
ever, from an offset position of 50 nautical miles the azimuth angular velocity
may be as high as +0.8 ° per second.
In preparing the following acquisition pattern, an azimuth angular velocity
of 0.8 ° per second has been used. Offset distances in excess of 50 nautical
miles will degrade the performance of the equipment against spacecraft in a
trajectory which presented the maximum angular velocity in the horizontal plane.
Let it be assumed that the signal is observed when the radar is moving at
a maximum horizontal velocity of 18 ° per second. Upon confirmation of the tar-
get, the azimuth motion is arrested as quickly as possible. The deceleration is
taken as 52 ° per second. This requires a time of 0. 346 seconds and an angular
distance of 3.11 ° .
During the initial horizontal deceleration period the elevation is changed so
that the mid point between the middle and lower beam is at the level of the center
of the beam in which the signal was observed. The maximum vertical movement
required would be I. 5 vertical effective beam widths, or 1° , requiring 0.283
seconds.
The beam is accelerated to 11 degrees per second in the reverse direction,
requiring 0.211 seconds and a distance of 1. 160 °.
The speed is now reduced to 4 ° per second in 0.135 seconds and 1. 010 °
of angular distance.
At this point the beam center has moved forward 3. 110 ° and returned
2. 170 ° so that in azimuth the center of the beam is now 0. 940 from the center
B-1
The total time since detection is 0.692 seconds, so that the spacecraft if
it were in the extreme forward edgeof the detecting beam, could now be 0. 375
+ (0.8 x 0. 692)or 0.928 from the original center. Thus, the beam pattern has
not reached the most advancedspacecraft position.
Thebeam is now moved at a constant velocity of 4° per secondfor 0. 600
secondsor 2. 400°. Motion is then stoppedby constant deceleration in 0. 077
secondsand 0. 154° distance.
The beam has reached the most backward extent of the traverse. The
center of the beam is -1. 614 ° from the origin. The time elapsed from the initi-
ation of the cycle is 1. 369 seconds.
If it is assumed that the target were in the trailing edge of the beam at the
start of the cycle it could now be -1. 470 ° displaced from the origin in the hori-
zontal direction. Thus, the three beam search pattern has passed over the en-
tire horizontal area which may be occupied by the target, at a maximum speed
of 4 ° per second.
To continue the cycle, the beam is accelerated to 4 degrees per second in
the direction of the original sweep and maintained at that velocity for 3. 760 ° or
0.940 seconds. At this point, the center of the beam is 2. 300 ° from the origin
at an elapsed time of 2. 386 seconds.
If it is assumed that the target was in the leading edge of the beam at the
initiation of the cycle, it could now be displaced 2. 284 ° from the origin. Thus,
the target area, in the horizontal direction, has again been searched at a maxi-
mum beam velocity of 4 ° per second.
In the vertical, the effective height of the search pattern above the origin
is two effective beam width or 1. 333 ° . The pattern extends one effective beam
height or 0.667 ° below the origin.
The maximum upward excursion of the target, assuming the target were
at the top edge of the original beam, is 1. 091 ° during the search period of 2. 386
seconds. The maximum passible downward excursion, assuming the target was
in the lower edge of the original beam, is 0.614 ° in the same period. Thus, the
target has remained in the effective vertical search pattern the entire search
period.
In this acquisition cycle, the target has been subjected to two passes at a
beam velocity of 4 ° per second. This is compared to a single pass at 18 ° per
second in the five second search raster. Thus the illumination time in the
B-2
acquisition raster is nine times the illumination time in the search raster.
Since the probability of detection has beenspecified as 50%in the search raster,
the probability of detection in the acquisition raster shouldbe 99.9%on the
specified target size. (With signal integration, the 9 pulse period integration
would yield far in excessof 99.99%probability of detection, or a three pulse
period integration corresponding to a constant speedregion of 12oper second
instead of the recommended4 degrees per second, would give a detection pro-
bability of 99.9%.) (References 13, 14).
The 4° per second beam velocity in the search area will allow the beam to
be stopped within 0.154 °, or approximately one fifth of a beam width. This
should make transfer to tracking easy and positive.
Also, in case no target is detected, the beam may be accelerated to 18
degrees per second and adjusted to its original elevation for continuation in the
search cycle. Acceleration to 18 ° per second would require 0. 269 seconds and
a travel distance of 2. 959 °. The total time in the cycle is 2. 655 seconds, but an
angular distance of 5. 259 ° has been search beyond the starting point of the cycle.
At 18 ° per second velocity this 5. 259 ° would have taken 0.292 seconds, so that
the time lost in the acquisition pattern, provided no signal is found, is 2. 636
seconds.
It is quite important that the vertical motion in the standard five second
search raster be from lower elevation to upper elevation. This reduces the
relative vertical speed between the search beam and the target position, and
makes escape by target motion during the raster virtually impossible.
The horizontal angular velocity of the radar beam during the acquisition
cycle is shown in Figure B-1.
This acquisition cycle is recommended for use during re-acquisition when
target angular velocities can be much higher than those in the initial search
pattern.
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